More Elegance at the House of Seagram
Philip Johnson helps his client spend
$4,500,000 on equipment and decor
for new restaurant in the Seagram!building

Principal entrance from main lobby of building exhibits a painted
stage curtain by Picasso originally done for the Diaghilev Ballet
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Big, splendid and very expensive (mere art lovers may
buy a drink at the bar), the new restaurant in the Seagram building is called The Four Seasons. More than a
name, it is the restaurant's idea. Four trees, pink for
spring, green for summer, red for fall and brown for
winter form the constant graphic motif, but each color
establishes the palette for its own season. Each of the
four colors appears in its turn on waiters' jackets, menus
and matchbooks, while other changing colors, those of
flowers for example, harmonize with it.
The restaurant's decor changes in accord with another
briefer time sequence. The sculptures over the bar and
mezzanine, made of thousands of gold dipped brass rods
by Richard Lippold, quiver almost imperceptibly in the
light, creating gently changing patterns. According to
Philip Johnson this movement is caused by the "shock of
New York"; specifically perhaps by the trains roaring
under Park Avenue toward Grand Central. The window
draperies also move. Made in the style of Vienna curtains
in three tones of gold anodized aluminum chain, they
present a constantly rippling appearance as each chain
swings forward and back within an infinitesimal arc in a
movement caused by air convection at the window. The
rippling is also seasonal as it relates to contrasts between
inside and outside air temperature. Movement was greater in summer than fall, will increase in the winter and
subside in the spring.
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Paneling is of carefully matched French walnut. Floor around bar is
Brass rod sculptures, suspended on fine wire, by Richard Lippold
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The dining room has been planned around a quiet pool
with a 17-ft ornamental fig tree at each corner. Suspended
plants change with the seasons. All accessories and serving equipment were specially designed by Garth and Ada
Louise Huxtable and custom made for the restaurant

